Effect of feed and bleed rate on hybridoma cells in an acoustic perfusion bioreactor: metabolic analysis.
For the development of optimal perfusion processes, insight into the effect of feed and bleed rate on cell growth, productivity, and metabolism is essential. In the here presented study the effect of the feed and bleed rate on cell metabolism was investigated using metabolic flux analysis. Under all tested feed and bleed rates the biomass concentration as calculated from the nitrogen balance (biomass-nitrogen) increased linearly with an increase in feed rate, as would be expected. However, depending on the size of the feed and bleed rate, this increase was attained in two different ways. At low feed and bleed rates (Region I) the increase was obtained through an increase in viable-cell concentration, while the cellular-nitrogen content remained constant. At high feed and bleed rates (Region II) the increase was attained through an increase in cellular-nitrogen content, while the cell concentration remained constant. Per gram biomass-nitrogen, the specific consumption and production rates of the majority of the nutrients and products were identical in both regions, as were most of the fluxes. The major difference between the two regions was an increased flux from pyruvate to lactate and a decreased flux of pyruvate toward citrate in region II. The decreased in-flux at the level of citrate can either be balanced by a decreased out-flux toward lipid biosynthesis leading to a lower fraction of lipids in the cell, by a decreased out-flux toward the citric acid cycle resulting in a decreased energy generation, or by a combination of these. Finally, the specific productivity increases less than the nitrogen content per cell in region II, which implies that for obtaining maximum production rates it is important to increase the cell density and not only the biomass density.